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ABSTRACT: Recent advances in embedded systems, energy storage, and communication interfaces, accompanied by 
the falling prices of WLAN routers and a considerable increase in the throughput of a WLAN (IEEE 802.11), have 
facilitated the proliferation of WLAN Mesh Network (WMN) applications. In addition to their current deployments in 
less dynamic community networks, WMNs have become a key solution in various highly dynamic scenarios. For 
instance, WMNs are intended to interconnect self-organized, cooperative, and small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in a 
wide range of applications, such as emergency response, environmental monitoring, and ad-hoc network provisioning. 
Wireless mesh network has served as backbone for establishment of several upcoming technologies. It is possible 
owning to self healing, auto configuration nature of these networks. On one hand it offers an ease for compatibility, 
availability, feasibility however on other hand these networks are prone to various security attacks. These security 
attacks can sabotage the communication between sender and receiver . A need of algorithm that can prevent the 
network from security attacks such as DoS attack. The proposed work we implements a  e position-aware, secure, and 
efficient mesh routing approach (PASER). Our proposal prevents more attacks than the IEEE 802.11s/i security 
mechanisms and the well-known, secure routing protocol ARAN, without making restrictive assumptions. A hybrid 
cryptography algorithm will provide additional security mechanism to the system. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
In practice there is increase in humanitarian disasters and economic damages. The example of earthquake and tsunami 
in Japan, 1.9 million fixed telephone lines and 29000 cellular base stations were damaged. Thus disaster areas like 
Japan there is an emergence of restoration of whole communication network in minimum time with more efficiency 
over large scale. But practically it is not possible. Full restoration of communication network takes more time. The 
UAVs acts as a WLAN or LTE aerial hotspots to achieve this requirements. UAV helps in coverage extension and 
weather monitoring. To get connect UAV immediately with ground control station the internet and cellular network 
also needed. For this easy deployment of UAVs the airborne mesh network is used. WMN provides self-healing and 
auto-configuring characteristics. 

 System analyzes the route discovery delay of the protocols in theory and in simulation. We derive lower 
bound equations of this delay as it constitutes along with the routing overhead, for which we provide 
asymptotic expressions, the main impact on the overall network performance. The results show that PASER 
has a more efficient and robust route discovery process than ARAN and BATMANS, and it is scalable with 
respect to network size and traffic load. 

 Using the network simulator NS, realistic UAV-mobility patterns, and an experimentally derived channel 
model, we investigate the performance of the protocols in representative UAV-WMN scenarios under multiple 
traffic types and various scenario sizes. The results show that PASER mitigates in UAV-WMN more attacks 
than its alternatives. On top of that, PASER achieves performance comparable to that of HWMPS. This 
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combination of values (security and performance) is deemed to be necessary by the IETF Keying and 
Authentication for Routing Protocols (KARP) group to drive a broad deployment of a secure routing protocol. 

This system proposed PASER secure routing approach in UAV- WMN. Here, discussed attacks in ad-hoc network and 
security aspects in PASER. PASER reduces in the different case more attacks than the well-known secure routing 
protocol and the standardized security mechanisms of IEEE 802.11s/i. It can be used at broad range. 
 

II. OBJECTIVE 
 

To achieve its secure routing objectives, PASER seeks to fulfill the following security goals, which are cryptographic 
goals and can thus be realized using cryptographic techniques (for detailed information about cryptographic goals and 
information security goals. 

 Message authentication: Assuring the party that receives a message that the party which sent the message is 
an authorized node, and that the message has not been altered by unauthorized nodes during transport. 

  Message freshness: Assuring the party that receives a message that the message is fresh. That is, it has not 
been received before. 

  Neighbor authentication: Assuring one party the identity of a second party involved, and that the second is 
located in its transmission range. 

 Origin authentication: Assuring the party that receives a message the identity of the message originator. 
 Dynamic key management: Providing a dynamic method to distribute and revoke network keys, and to 

exclude nodes. Due to the distribution of encrypted symmetric network keys (GTK/CTK) as well as the 
certificate revocation list (CRL). 

 
III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Mitigation techniques are used to protect the wireless mesh network from the various attacks. In order to alleviate the 
security problems in wireless mesh network several countermeasures for wireless mesh network have been put forward. 
In this section we will discuss the countermeasures for wireless mesh networks. 
MohammadSbeiti(et al.)[1] Proposed PASER (Position Aware Secure and Efficient Routing) approach that uses a 
hybrid cryptosystem approach with efficiently securing the routing process. The authors attempt for a deployable 
secure routing solution. Firstly it makes use of asymmetric cryptography for initial mutual authentication and key 
exchange. Then it makes use of the symmetric cryptography to authenticate routing messages. PASER incorporates an 
in-band key management technique to tackle the interdependency cycle problem among secure routing protocols and 
key distribution strategies. PASER combats a good range of routing attacks because it aims to meet all the security 
requirements. Wireless mesh network is most widely used in information technology .Wireless mesh networks(WMNs) 
have facilitated the emergence of airborne network assisted applications[1].WMNs are dynamically self-configured and 
self-organized thus establish an ad-hoc network inevitably and maintain linkage between nodes[2].WMNs consist of 
mesh routers (i.e. nodes) and mesh clients(i.e. users).Mesh routers form the backbone of wireless network and mesh 
clients connect directly to the routers [3].Mesh clients make access to the network through mesh routers .They can 
directly connect i.e. mesh with each other[4]. The progress of this technology has to deal with the demanding security, 
architecture and protocol design issues. Security issues are highly important in concern to wireless mesh network for 
their exploitation. 
Security attacks are often classified into two types based on operation of the network. It can be classified as active and 
passive attack. In active attack assailant disrupts the network whereas in passive attack attacker steals the information 
from the communication [5].Denial of service is one of the major attack on wireless mesh network. It is a type of attack 
in which authorized user are denied service in the requested time [2]. Black hole attack is a type of DOS attack. A black 
hole attack is also known as sink attack .It occurs when a specific node i.e. malicious node defines itself to be most 
optimal node to forward packet but drops the packet forwarded by neighboring nodes. System depicts the effects of 
black hole attack where data is directed towards malicious node. In this attack, the malicious node invariably replies 
absolutely to a RREQ, although it’s going to not have a main route to the destination. Because the malicious node 
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doesn’t make certain its routing entries, it will be the key to reply to the RREQ message. Therefore, the entire traffic in 
the neighborhood of the malicious node are directed towards it, that drop all the packets, leading to denial of service 
[5]. Grey hole attack is another variant of black hole attack. The opponent node avoids the detection by dropping the 
packet selectively. This can be a describe as a result of malicious node forwarding packet only by selection. It doesn’t 
describe the complete denial of service but it goes unseen for a larger amount of time. It may be considered as 
congestion within the network [2]. 
 

System Algorithms for security IEEE Standards  
PASER  RSA + SHA1 IEEE 802.11i/s 
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol   IBC IEEE 802.11s 
BATMANS  Lattice base cryptography IEEE 802.11i 
ARAN Blowfish for security  IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 

Communications, 
Proposed system  RSA + AES128  MAC standard IEEE 802.11 

 
 

IV. SYSTEM (ARCHITECTURE) AND WORKING 
 

 
Fig.1. System architecture 

 
The discussion of the simulation starts form the initial steps of network setup involving the node deployment and the 
network basic setup like location tables and distance table for routing. After the initial setup the nodes are used to 
simulate the routing in the first place for the normal scenario. The network is given a source and a destination as input 
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and the routing of the packets start from the source to the sink. Then the network simulation of the DOS attack is done 
in which the some nodes are given the properties of the attacker. With the use of Hash RSA algorithm the identification 
of the attacker is done The request from the normal nodes comes; the normal nodes are able to verify their identity by 
the use to of private key they uses to authenticate them. While on the other hand the malicious nodes are not able to do 
this nut they continually send the request for the packets. The failure of the nodes in authentication process make them 
invalid and black listed in the future premises, Some brute force attack are also assumed in the network by which the 
malicious node can break the Hash RSA algorithm encryption. So it requires the use of BTC in order to improve the 
results.  
ALGORITHMIC DETAILS  
 

a. Packet Offset Algorithm:- 
Input: A recent offset sequence 
Output: VI: the estimated offset of the source and forwarder 

1: procedure OFFSET-ESTIMATOR 
2: Let ω = (s1... sn) be the offset sequence 
3: c (vi) = 0 
4: for i = 2 to length (ω) do 
5: if si≡ si−1 then 
6: increase c (vi) where vi = si 
7: return viwhere c (vi) is the maximum 

B. Packet Transmission Algorithm:-  
Input    : - Number node, neighbors, connection Links 
Output: - Network scheduling with distributed network 
Step1    :- Calculate Weight for each connection 
Step2    :-   Break connection with similar weight 
Step3    :- Find node which having multiple connection with Free neighbor  
Step4:-      While Links.size Do 

  { 
    If links.match(request) Then 
    { 
      Matched link 
    } 
    Else 
    { 
   Send matching request to node 
    } 
  } 

Step5:-IF request.match(link) Then 
  { 
   Send matched reply to node 
   Send drop message to free neighbors 
  } 

Step6:- If Matched reply from neighbor Then 
  { 
   Send drop message to free neighbors 
  } 

Step7:- If Drop message Then 
  { 
    Acknowledge matched link 
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  neighbors.remove(node) 
  } 

Step8:- 
  End  
Shortest Path:- 
FunctionDijkstra(Graph, source): 
  Create vertex set Q 
For each vertex v in Graph:        // Initialization 
 dist[v] ← INFINITY            // Unknown distance from source to v 
 prev[v] ← UNDEFINED           // Previous node in path from source 
 addv to Q// All node initially in Q (unvisited)  
 dist[source] ← 0                 // Distance from source to source 
WhileQ is not empty: 
u ← vertex in Q with min dist[u] // Select source node first 
          Remove u from Q 
For each neighbor v of u:           // where v is still in Q. 
alt ← dist[u] + length(u, v) 
ifalt<dist[v]:               // A shorter path to v  found 
dist[v] ← alt 
prev[v] ← u 
Returndist[], prev[] 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The above described synchronization sleep/wake mechanism was formulated in a large scale sensor network of acoustic 
positioning system which was tested by simulation using NS2 tools. The proposed results get on satisfactory level when 
I compare with some existing systems. Here below figures shoes the proposed system comparison with some existing 
approaches. Simulations were conducted in the sensing area of m2 and the number of sensor nodes varied from 20 to 
260 for different experiments. Sensor nodes were randomly deployed and the random deployment was achieved by 
choosing locations based on a uniform distribution. The sink node was fixed at the center of the network. The 
simulations were conducted with a communication range double their sensing range. 
 
Simulation Results 
Following graphs shows two different systems red line shows the proposed system packet delivery ratio and green 
shows the existing in overall analysis. After completion of overall analysis all the results got on satisfactory level. The 
most important objective of proposed research work is minimum energy consumption during the simulation, we got the 
success base on graph, it shows how system utilized minimum power instead of existing approach.  
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Comparative 
Factor 

Proposed 
System 
(PASER) 
 

Base existing 
PASER 

HWMPS BATMANS ARAN 

Packet delivery 
ratio (PDR) 

High Medium Low Medium Medium 

BER Low Low Medium Low Medium 

Delay Low High Low Medium Low 

throughput High Medium Medium Medium Medium 

SNR Low Low Medium Low Medium 

Power 
consumption 

Low 
Compatible 
New 
operating 
environments 

Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Table 1: Comparative analysis between proposed V/S existing approaches (Time complexity) 
 

In all figures x axis show the no. of time in seconds when system send the packet from source to destination 
 

 
Fig.2. Packet Delivery Ratios (PDR) in the synthetic grid scenario. 
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Figure.3.  Bit Error Rate (BER) of proposed vs existing system. 

 
 

 
Figure .4.Throughput of proposed vs existing system. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
WMN is now a day’s providing an extensive support for IP services and upcoming technologies. Security is one of the 
challenging issues still exist in wireless mesh network. There is a high need to protect the network from attacks and 
making it furthermore reliable to form the backbone of many existing infrastructure. The work done in this paper shows 
the elimination of malicious nodes with the help of Hash RSA algorithm. The simulation of the network was done in 
NS2 with the effect during the DoS attack. We identified the malicious nodes and then black listed them during the 
routing. Hybrid cryptography was used in improving the key generation process of the Hash RSA algorithm. The 
results show significant improvement with the use of Hash RSA optimized with hybrid cryptography. The performance 
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was analyzed and checked on various parameters like throughput, jitter and end to end delay. The performance of Hash 
RSA optimized with hybrid cryptography is validated under different scenarios in terms of variable number of nodes. 
Throughput of algorithm increases with increase in number of nodes. Whereas end to end delay varied less in nature. 
The slight increase is due to congestion in network. Jitter value increases by increase in nodes. The high negative value 
portrays jitter has improved .Due to congestion in network there is slight variation in delay of packet. The algorithm 
performs better in terms of all parameters. It provides much greater performance and handles the security of network. 
 
For future enhancement Security feature in network has attracted many researchers. In the future scope the 
implementation of algorithm can be applied in various application scenarios such as to relay the communication 
between UAV, deployment of IP services. Thus it will help in making wireless network furthermore reliable. 
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